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Editorial

The Future is Already Here
As the saying goes, history is what´s happening around us now. In writing about technology, it turns out that
‘new’ technology often refers to something old being marketed as the complete opposite. Of course, this is only
partially true, as new technology does, indeed, yield new products, applications and markets. However, people who have been familiar with this ﬁeld for some time are eager to point out the similarities between the
‘now’ and the past.
Take for instance the development of hardware technology. Alistair Croll writes in the publication
´Data: Emerging Trends and Technologies´ that the history of computing has been a pendulum, which
is constantly swinging between centralization and distribution. The term on everybody’s lips at
the moment is the ‘Internet of Things’ (IoT), where small devices act as little more than sensors
and the ‘hard work’ of data processing happens in the cloud.
The term ‘Internet of Things’ also raised its head a number of times in Geospatial Word´s Insight
2015 publication. Most contributions come from the captains of the industry discussing their products, markets and strategies for the year to come, but it is OGC Chairman Emeritus David Schell´s
who is able to offer a credible and well-reasoned outline of how technological developments will
decide the fate of the current big geospatial companies.
I won’t duplicate his arguments here, but sufﬁce to say that this part of the future is already here.
Throughout the aforementioned publication, various contributors repeatedly expressed the
need to augment each other’s technology and stressed that usability of a solution comes
before technology, data and products. The need for technology augmentation is linked
with market maturity (and maybe points to a level of saturation), but the second statement is equally important here. It seems to me that there are lessons to be learned
from the consumer market, which would prefer a situation where they don’t have to
buy a different plug for each device they purchase. Standard organizations such as
OGC play an important role, but their work has shifted from vendor data formats into
broader IT. According to Schell, this is where geospatial technology will end as well.
Enjoy your reading,

Eric van Rees
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As Europe looks forward to an excellent ski season
with reports of snow from Iceland to Italy and
Scotland to Scandinavia, the UN’s weather and
climate body has declared 2014 the hottest year
on record. In fact, World Meteorological
Organisation (WMO) analysis has shown that
14 out of the 15 hottest years on record have all
occurred this century. Aerial mapping company
Bluesky looks at two opposing sides to the debate.
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It’s Cold As Ice ...
6

A colour coded air quality image around the National Space Centre, Leicester.

By James Eddy

As Europe looks forward to an excellent ski season with reports of snow from Iceland to
Italy and Scotland to Scandinavia, the UN’s weather and climate body has declared 2014
the hottest year on record. In fact, World Meteorological Organisation (WMO) analysis
has shown that 14 out of the 15 hottest years on record have all occurred this century,
and experts warn they expect this trend to persist as greenhouse gases continue to rise.
Aerial mapping company Bluesky looks at two opposing sides to the debate.

Solar PV … making hay while the sun shines
A recent report by the Centre for Economics and Business Research
(CEBR) reveals the potential economic beneﬁts of investment in solar PV.
It states that backing British solar power will boost jobs, drive economic
growth and cut the UK’s energy bill. Advocating ‘bold Government
action’, the report predicts British solar could create 60 GW of generation capacity by 2030 – enough to power the equivalent of 18 million
homes (72% of the population). This would also support more than
50,000 jobs.
However, just because temperatures are rising doesn’t necessarily mean
more hours of sunshine. So to capitalise on the potential of solar PV
requires an understanding of not only the technology for energy generation but also the suitability of the locale being used, whether it be a
rooftop or ﬁeld.
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A prototype version of a website has just been launched which allows
homeowners, solar installers and manufacturers, energy companies and
government organisations to assess the suitability of individual properties for solar energy technology. The online system employs high resolution geographic data, such as aerial photography and LiDAR (Light
Detection and Ranging), as well as address records, to accurately identify and assess a building’s suitability. This information is combined with
details of actual energy tariffs, expected consumption, cost of installation and available subsidies to calculate the potential return on investment for solar renewable energy systems.
The EAGLE platform, demonstrated at www.eaglesolar.eu, is the result
of a three year, €2.4 million EC funded research project. The title of the
project was “Development and demonstration of a dynamic, web based,
renewable energy rating platform”, and was funded by the Commission
of the European Communities under Framework Programme 7.
Framework Programmes (for Research and Technological Development)

7

An example of the increasingly common sight of Solar Farms

are funding programmes created by the European Union to support
and encourage research.
UK based aerial mapping company, Bluesky, provided technical lead
for the EC funded project, with other project partners including the
Solar Trade Association in the UK, Svensk Solenergi of Sweden, Solar
Macedonia, Deutsche Gesellschaft für Sonnenenergie from Germany,
as well as the Universities of Leicester UK, Karlsruhe and Stuttgart in
Germany and Selcuk in Turkey. Two SMEs also participated: SolarTech
in the UK and Solimipeks of Turkey. The project was managed by the
Chartered Institute of Plumbing and Heating Engineering (CIPHE).
This groundbreaking research builds on Bluesky’s work to date providing independent, evidence based assessment of the suitability of roofs
for solar panels across the UK. Bluesky has a unique method of generating solar potential maps by applying automated image processing
techniques to LiDAR, aerial photography and solar irradiation data.
Bluesky calculates the energy potential using the high resolution images combined with 3D data to determine the size, aspect and roof
slope of individual properties.
The work of organisations such as Bluesky, both through the EAGLE
project and closer to home on domestic projects, show how important
an understanding of the site of renewable energy, for example solar
panels, can be. The best system in the world will not perform if it is
located in the wrong place, or – as simple as it sounds – facing the
wrong direction. For large scale projects, being able to use off the shelf
data, such as aerial photography and LiDAR, can offer signiﬁcant efﬁciencies in the planning process, with site assessments undertaken at
the desktop. Bluesky is also investigating the use of geographic data
and automated image processing techniques for exploration of other
renewable energy projects, such as wind turbines, micro hydro and
heat pumps.

Air pollution monitoring ... tackling the problem
In the opposing corner are those looking to monitor the occurrence of
dangerous greenhouse gases that are a prime cause of global warming. Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) is a well-known enemy. Part of a group
of highly reactive gasses known as nitrogen oxides, NO2 forms quickly when fossil fuels are burned, for example petrol or diesel in a car or
natural gas in a domestic boiler or power station. There is clear evidence that high levels of NO2 are linked to adverse effects on health,
including increased risk of respiratory illnesses, such as bronchitis and
even heart attacks. World Health Organisation statistics show 1.3 million deaths worldwide result from outdoor air pollution.
Closer to home, in the World Health Organisation European Region,
exposure to air pollution is said to reduce the life expectancy of every
person by an average of one year. While lower than other parts of the
world, a recent study saw this ﬁgure rise to 22 months in at least 25
European cities. Defra (the Department for Environment, Farming and
Rural Affairs) estimates that air pollution reduces average life expectancy in the UK by 7-8 months, costing the UK up to £20 billion per annum.
While much is known about the causes of air pollution as well as their
effect on public health, there would appear to be a signiﬁcant gap in
the understanding of how this enemy behaves in our environment.
In 2013 scientists at the University of Leicester revealed groundbreaking pollution detecting technology that can be used to map levels of
nitrogen dioxide across an entire city. Working with Bluesky, the
Airborne Air Quality Mapping (AQM) project utilises the University of
Leicester’s world leading Compact Air Quality Spectrometer mounted
on an aerial survey aircraft. The device monitors visible light and measures how much light is lost at speciﬁc wavelengths absorbed by NO2.
The technology has previously been used as part the CityScan project,
with devices mounted on tall buildings in Leicester, Bologna and London
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Bluesky's survey aircraft in flight
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during the 2012 Olympics to build 3D maps of pollution across the
cities. The ‘heatmap’ style images can then be analysed and even overlaid on Google Earth to reveal distinct differences in air quality between
green, wooded areas and busy road junctions and industrial areas, for
example.
Additional monitoring is also being undertaken. Closer to earth, scientists armed with specially developed air quality sensors are taking to
the streets of Leicester in electric vehicles. To begin with two electric
cars, leased from local company Cenex, have been ﬁtted with specially developed sensors that can measure pollution concentrations around
the city at ground level. The sensors record air quality measurements
during every day work for the project team, including the installation
and maintenance of a static air quality monitoring network, and feed
live data via 3G back to a central server. The collected data will then
be spatially referenced for use in Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
and other mapping software, allowing for comparison with data on
potential sources of pollution and other recorded measurements.
More recently, air pollution monitoring equipment is being used further
aﬁeld. In what is thought to be a world’s ﬁrst, a rocket has been used
to launch specialist micro sensors to an altitude of 3,000 feet in order
to record how gases dissipate with vertical distance from the earth. The
air pollution sensors have been integrated with other technologies and
launched into the atmosphere using Starchaser Industries’ Tempest
research rocket.

Starchaser Industries' Tempest Rocket

By collecting data from a variety of sensors including the aerial platform, moving vehicles and the growing network of ground based monitoring stations, it is hoped that scientists can better understand how
these toxic gases behave in the environment. It is no longer sufﬁcient
just to understand where and when air pollution is emitted; if we can
track its movement and understand the impact – both positive and negative – of buildings, green spaces and weather conditions in the urban
environment, then the value of this research can be truly realised. The
data and wider understanding derived from it will then be used to better inform future planning policy with long term solutions rather than
knee jerk reactions, and support the wider introduction of preventative
schemes such as the London Low Emission Zone.
For more information, have a look at: www.eaglesolar.eu.

Hot off the press …
The Starchaser Tempest rocket was launched to space on 4th February 2015 in front of an audience of hundreds of school children
and invited guests. After a successful launch the rocket reached a height of about 640 feet before it pitched and crashed to earth.
Steve Bennett, CEO of Starchaser Industries, concluded it was a problem with the rocket propellant which didn't ignite properly.
However the rocket is salvageable and the team is planning another launch attempt soon.
The good news is that the air quality monitoring sensor was safely recovered and due to its robust design is still working. The memory
card containing air quality measurements had also been recovered and the data is being analysed by the team at the University of
Leicester.
It is hoped that Bluesky, the University of Leicester and Starchaser Industries will continue to collaborate and air quality monitoring
equipment will be included on the next test launch.
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Moving GIS outside the Box

Education and GIS in Abu Dhabi
Article

By Jim Baumann

Abu Dhabi’s Education Council continues to find new
applications for GIS.

10

bu Dhabi is the capital of the
United Arab Emirates, a
federation founded in 1971
from seven ancient Arabian
Peninsula sheikhdoms. Due
to the wealth derived from its extensive
hydrocarbon deposits, Abu Dhabi has
developed a modern, forward-thinking
state that embraces its past while preparing for the future. One of its long-term
initiatives is the development of a comprehensive information infrastructure to
serve the entire emirate, much as a utility
company provides electricity, gas, or
water.
The Abu Dhabi Systems & Information
Centre (ADSIC) was created in 2005 by
Abu Dhabi’s Executive Council. The role
of the ADSIC is to develop and support
various government initiatives in the establishment of a modern, efﬁcient, citizencentric e-government platform.

A
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Spatial Data Infrastructure Initiative
Launched

GPS exercise and group work.

With the expanding use of geographic
information systems (GIS) throughout the
country, the ADSIC launched the Abu
Dhabi Spatial Data Infrastructure (AD-SDI)
initiative in 2007. Its mission is to facilitate the sharing of geospatial data among
government agencies and other stakeholders. The AD-SDI initiative is made up of
56 government and private agencies
including virtually every industry and
agency in the emirate. All AD-SDI members are mandated to share their spatial
data with one another, excluding data
related to the security of Abu Dhabi.
One member of the AD-SDI is the Abu
Dhabi Education Council (ADEC), which
has used Esri’s ArcGIS software for several years. “We began using ArcGIS in
2009,” says Pakrad Balabanian, GIS

nment had allocated plots of land to the
ADEC for educational purposes, but there
was uncertainty about the exact location of
the plots and their current use,” said
Balabanian. “We created the Land Bank
application to manage and analyze these
plots. We are also using this application for
the 10-year ADEC master plan so that we
can determine where we should be building
new schools and refurbishing older ones.”
In 2012, Abu Dhabi signed a nationwide
memorandum of understanding (MOU) with
Esri to further expand the country’s use of
GIS. The MOU provides access to all Esri
GIS software products to every government
agency and school in the emirate.
Teachers Training on use of ArcGIS online.

team leader at the ADEC. “Our ﬁrst project
was the School Finder. Data for this project
was very easy to obtain, since we are part
of the AD-SDI program. So we got readymade basemaps, the road network, census
data, and so on. SDI really helps extend the
use of GIS in Abu Dhabi.”

ADEC Moves GIS outside the Box
ADEC’s School Finder allows residents to
explore schools throughout Abu Dhabi,
using various criteria such as location, type,
grade level, and gender. It is an important
and popular application because there is a
regular inﬂux of new families to the emirate
that are looking for schools for their child-

ren, and this helps them get settled more
easily.
Realizing the advantages of geoenabling its
entire student database, the ADEC integrated ArcGIS with its enterprise student information system, which contains detailed data
about Abu Dhabi’s approximately 350,000
students, 18,000 teachers, and 450
schools. This allows administrators to easily
monitor student performance at speciﬁc
schools, compare general progress among
neighboring schools, or track an individual
teacher’s qualiﬁcations and workload.
In addition, the ADEC’s Facilities and
Infrastructure department is using GIS for
land and facilities management. “The gover-

ArcGIS Online Supports the Goals of the
New School Model
“With the implementation of the MOU with
Esri, we began to explore other possibilities
for GIS at the ADEC,” said Balabanian.
“We saw great opportunities to include it in
the e-learning modules of our New School
Model.”
Recently introduced in Abu Dhabi public
schools, the New School Model was developed over a number of years by local educators and consultants. This is a student-centered learning approach in which students
are engaged in a technology-rich environment that is responsive to their individual
abilities and needs. The goal is to foster students’ critical thinking, communication, and
problem-solving capabilities while preparing
them with twenty-ﬁrst-century skills for future

Kayaking to the island to study the mangroves.
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Investigating the
mature mangroves.
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education and employment.
Because the New School Model is being gradually phased into the entire school curriculum, it was decided to introduce ArcGIS
Online in a pilot project for sixth-grade students. Generally between eleven and twelve
years old, they have had some previous
experience with digital technology, so it is
familiar to them, and applying GIS to classroom assignments can help increase their
understanding of other subjects during their
secondary school education.
Esri education team members and staff from
GISetc, a private GIS educational consultancy, worked with Abu Dhabi educators and
ADEC curriculum developers to integrate GIS
exercises into the sixth-grade curriculum of
the New School Model. Five exercises were

developed that included mathematical concepts such as map scale, linear measurements, and perimeter calculation, as well as
science and geography lessons.

Collector for ArcGIS a Hit with Students
Of particular interest to the students was collecting data about the local mangrove trees
and plotting that data on maps for a science
lesson. Mangrove trees live in salt water along
the Abu Dhabi coastline, providing important
animal habitat and erosion control. To complete this lesson, students paddled kayaks
about a mile to Mangrove Island, where they
performed various measurements, such as
determining the height and number of trees in
a speciﬁed location as well as collecting information about the land surrounding them. Both
Measuring school perimeter using measuring wheel.
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boys and girls participated. “We were really
happy to receive the encouragement and support from the parents of our students,” said
Balabanian. “GIS is a twenty-ﬁrst-century technology, and all of our students can beneﬁt
from learning and applying it.”
Students used Collector for ArcGIS on their
smartphones to record their data for later use
with ArcGIS Online. Their familiarity with
smartphones helped lower barriers to learning
this new technology. After an academic
review, the pilot project was deemed a success, and the ADEC plans to implement GIS
lessons in all sixth-grade classrooms next year.
It is currently developing new exercises for the
seventh-grade pilot project and plans to incrementally add GIS-related exercises for all students from the sixth through twelfth grade.

The Future of GIS at the ADEC
“Our goal is to enable students to use GIS like
any other digital tool, such as Microsoft Word
or an Excel spreadsheet,” says Balabanian.
“We don’t see teaching GIS as a separate
subject; we want to instill in them the concept
of spatial thinking so that using maps is part
of the way they naturally work. We want them
to critically examine phenomena and help
effect change when needed. GIS can help our
students become responsible members of the
global community.”
Jim Baumann, Esri.
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Global Mapper’s LiDAR Module

Increasing the Value of a LiDAR Point Cloud

Article

By David McKittrick

Concurrent with the expanded availability of LiDAR data, many software companies
have developed ever more powerful applications to process the raw point cloud files.
These software offerings run the gamut from simple data viewers to complex
analysis tools. Sitting squarely between these extremes is Global Mapper, a fully
functional desktop GIS application from Blue Marble Geographics.

14

LiDAR-derived Digital Terrain Model (DTM) of a dune field in Brazil.

The third dimension in mapping
Traditional mapping practices consider the world from a two-dimensional, top-down perspective. The age-old challenge of projecting the
world or a section of the world onto a two-dimensional plane is a direct
consequence of this apparent necessity. Today’s geospatial technology
increasingly considers the third dimension in its analysis and data processing tasks, giving us a much more accurate and realistic view. This
trend has served to elevate three-dimensional data formats such as
LiDAR to the forefront of the geospatial industry.
LiDAR is a relatively simple data type. Collected using a laser transmitter/receiver setup, the raw data is essentially any array of closely
spaced points, each of which contains a variety of attributes. The most
important of these attributes are the X,Y and Z coordinates, which are
derived from the measurement of the distance between the LiDAR sensor and the surface from which the transmitted laser pulse is reﬂected.
Other attributes may include return strength intensity, return number,
and a classiﬁcation variable that can be assigned to each point to distinguish various surface types.
Over the last decade, LiDAR-derived data has evolved from a luxury
commodity to a fairly ubiquitous and readily available resource. While
the underlying technology has been around for over 50 years, only
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relatively recently has LiDAR found its way into mainstream GIS. This
rapid evolution can be attributed to both a steady decrease in the costs
involved in the data collection process and perhaps more importantly,
to an increase in awareness of LiDAR data and its potential application in a wide variety of ﬁelds. While most consumers of LiDAR data
are primarily interested in ground or terrain modeling and analysis, the
use of this data is quickly spreading. LiDAR is now being used for vegetation monitoring, archeological research, utility mapping, building
modeling, and much more.

LiDAR software applications
Concurrent with the expanded availability of LiDAR data, many software companies have developed ever more powerful applications to
process the raw point cloud ﬁles. These software offerings run the gamut
from simple data viewers to complex analysis tools. Sitting squarely
between these extremes is Global Mapper, a fully functional desktop
GIS application from Blue Marble Geographics. Among the 250 ﬁle
formats that can be imported and exported by Global Mapper are LAS
and LAZ, the most common LiDAR formats. More than just a viewing
tool, Global Mapper offers an array of functions for querying, ﬁltering,
and editing a point cloud, all of which serve to increase the value of
the data and to improve the precision of any analysis processes are
applied to this data.

LiDAR Point Cloud for Portland, Maine with associated RGB values displayed in Global Mapper's 3D Viewer.

Global Mapper was an early supporter of LiDAR data formats and has
been in a continual cycle of development ever since. This uniquely
dynamic approach to software release process has ensured that Global
Mapper is able to immediately address the ever-changing needs of the
LiDAR-user community. As new versions of the LAS and LAZ formats
are introduced or as new classiﬁcations are added to the format speciﬁcations, Global Mapper has been upgraded in real time to reﬂect
these changes. Furthermore, as point clouds have increased in size,
reﬂecting the exponential expansion in the geographic areas over
which LiDAR data has been collected, Global Mapper’s data handling
capability has been enhanced to allow the efﬁcient processing of datasets containing billions of points. This evolutionary process has ultimately led to the development of the Global Mapper LiDAR Module, a collection of advanced LiDAR processing tools that is available as an
add-on component to the software.

Updating the Classiﬁcation of LiDAR Points
One of the persistent challenges when working with LiDAR is that data
consumers are often many levels removed from those who actually collect the data. As a result, the speciﬁcations that are applied to the native ﬁles are often incompatible with the requirements for a particular
project or deliverable. This issue is most commonly seen in the classiﬁcations applied to the point cloud. The American Society for
Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing (ASPRS) is responsible for the
development and maintenance to the standard LiDAR ﬁle format (LAS),
and the ﬁle speciﬁcations include a numeric value that denotes the type
of surface represented by each point. Commonly used classes include
Unclassiﬁed (1), Ground (2), Low, Medium, and High Vegetation (3,
4, & 5), and Building (6). Depending on the data provider, the point
cloud may or may not include the required classes and as result, it is
often necessary update or edit this component of the data.
The Global Mapper LiDAR module has been developed in large part
to address this deﬁciency, which is often apparent in raw LiDAR ﬁles
and it provides many ways to update the classiﬁcation of LiDAR points:
Manual Classification
Global Mapper includes a powerful Digitizer function, which offers a
suite of vector data creating and editing tools. Given that LiDAR points
are inherently vector in format, it is very easy to select one or more

points and simply update the original classiﬁcation. Most LiDAR ﬁles
contain tens or even hundreds of millions of points so manually editing
many points using this method is impractical, however it does allow
individual anomalies that might corrupt the data to be addressed.
Geographic Reclassification
Global Mapper includes several advanced selection options that can
be used to universally highlight and edit all objects within a deﬁned
geographic area. In this highlighted state, a universal edit can be
applied to all points assigning a consistent classiﬁcation that reﬂects
the nature of the area. For instance, a building footprint layer could be
used to select all points with the bounds of each building polygon so
the classiﬁcation of the points can be quickly and easily changed to
the Building class.
Tabular Filtering and Editing
As with all vector data, LiDAR points include an array of attributes that
can either be displayed individually or in a tabular form. The Search
function in Global Mapper offers this tabular perspective and it includes
many options for sorting, querying, and ﬁltering the data. As well as providing an easy way to remove unwanted points this powerful component
of the software can be employed to collectively reclassify queried points.
Cross-Sectional Reclassification
The Path Proﬁle tool in Global Mapper was originally developed to display a cross-sectional view of a raster elevation layer. With the introduction of the LiDAR Module, this tool can now be applied to a point cloud.
Simply deﬁning a cross-sectional path through an array of points in the
2D map view triggers the display of a window that displays a lateral
perspective of the same path. Extending the width of the swath outward
from the original line provides the option to display all of the points covering a recognizable feature such as a building. Given that the corresponding points are clearly visible above the ground, they can be easily selected and reclassiﬁed to the appropriate classiﬁcation value.
Automatic Detection of Ground Points
Perhaps the most powerful feature of the Global Mapper LiDAR Module,
the Automatic Ground Classiﬁcation tool signiﬁcantly increases the
value of a point cloud by assigning the Ground classiﬁcation to points
that would otherwise be unusable for terrain surface creation and ana-
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lysis. A complex and customizable
algorithm is used to discern patterns in the point cloud that indicate the presence of a terrestrial surface as opposed to a raised
feature. This process can even be
applied to a point cloud in which
all points are initially unclassiﬁed.
Automatic Feature Extraction for Buildings and Trees
Similar to the ground detection procedure, a second automatic classiﬁcation function recognizes non-ground points. Based on the relationship of a particular point to each of its neighbors, a point may be reclassiﬁed as being part of a building (recognized as an array of points
sharing the same plane elevated by a speciﬁed height above the
adjacent ground points) or as high vegetation or trees (recognized as
a random array of points above a speciﬁed height from the ground).
The LiDAR module even includes a tool to create 3D building and tree
models derived from this classiﬁcation.
Automatic Assignment of an RGB value
Overlaying a point cloud on any satellite or aerial image provides an
option to apply the RGB value to each point from the corresponding
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Cross-sectional view of a point cloud covering the
Capitol Building in Augusta, Maine.

pixel in the imagery. This not only
provides a photo realistic model
of the features in the dataset when
viewed in Global Mapper’s 3D
widow, but it also offers the means
to query selected RGB values for
the purpose of applying a classiﬁcation based on each point’s visual
characteristics. For instance, if all of the roofs in a particular area are
of the same color, the corresponding points can be quickly selected
and reclassiﬁed as buildings.
The value inherent in any dataset is fundamentally tied to its compatibility with the speciﬁed workﬂow or output requirements. This is especially true of LiDAR data, in which incorrectly or inappropriately classiﬁed
points can render the data useless. The powerful data processing functionality in Global Mapper’s LiDAR Module ensures that every point in
a point cloud can be utilized for a speciﬁc purpose and genuinely erroneous points can be quickly and easily removed.
David McKittrick, Senior Applications Specialist, Blue Marble Geographics.
For more information, have a look at: www.bluemarblegeo.com.
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Handheld 3D Capture
By Chris Ahern and

Article

Rafael Spring

Beginning in 2012, DotProduct set out to make 3D data capture both affordable and
easy to use. This resulted in a single handheld unit for real-time 3D capture and
reality computing.
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Figure 1: The DotProduct DPI-7 Kit at work on a bridge construction site in Cambridge, MA, USA. Green and yellow pixels denote data quality.

ntil quite recently, engineers, architects, construction project managers and asset managers who depend on accurate 3D spatial data for their work have had only two choices: manual measurement or high cost, complex
semi-automated solutions. Manual measurement with tape
measures, plumb bobs and piano wire is both time consuming and
risky – it’s too easy to leave out an important measurement. 3D laser
scanning and dimensional control with total stations are expensive,
require specialized talent, produce terabytes of data, and are beyond
the reach of many organizations. Beginning in 2012, DotProduct set
out to make 3D data capture both affordable and easy to use. How?
The company’s founders observed that 3D depth-sensing cameras were
becoming powerful, low cost and ubiquitous thanks to mass production
and their increasing importance in the consumer space. Moreover,
tablets and phones were becoming very powerful, with processor
speeds, memory and GPU sufﬁcient to process 3D data in real time.
DotProduct’s s DPI-7 Imager combines an off-the-shelf 3D camera with
an off-the-shelf Android tablet to produce a single handheld unit for
real-time 3D capture and reality computing.

U

The clever part is the company’s Phi.3D software that tracks the device
motion in space and stitches together depth-mapped RGB data, producing a registered 3D color point cloud in real time. This self-contained
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mobile solution takes a big stride toward overcoming the barriers that
have traditionally hampered the adoption of 3D capture technology.

Real-time 3D Capture
The core of the Phi.3D technology lies in its ability to intelligently register and process detailed 3D data on the ﬂy. With a fully-mobile device,
the user is able to walk through the area of interest and create a registered color point cloud right on the tablet in the ﬁeld. In addition, Phi.3D
gives real-time feedback to the user during the capture process. A com-

Figure 2: The DotProduct DPI-7 in the field at an oil refinery in New Orleans, LA, USA.

personnel or specialized third parties, these solutions have inherently
been limited to major projects. DotProduct aims to make 3D capture
ubiquitous, putting it directly into the hands of any worker in the ﬁeld
and allowing clients to leverage the power of 3D on small projects and
immediate needs, without requiring a certiﬁed expert every time accurate data collection is needed.

Figure 3: A color 3D point cloud, captured in minutes with the DotProduct DPI-7 Kit.

pletely new concept to the industry, this allows the user to monitor exactly what is being captured during the scan, and focus in on the areas of
most interest.
As shown in Figure 1, real-time color feedback is provided on the quality of the points collected. The quality signal is based on distance, angle,
reﬂectivity of the surface, and other factors. This unique feature allows
the DPI-7 user to essentially “paint” their scene as they move the device
around the area of interest. After capture, the point cloud result is ready
within seconds, viewable and measurable right on the tablet.
The speed at which Phi.3D can take a user straight from a real world
scene into full color, measurable digital space is completely new to the
industry, and something that has been long-awaited. Not only can users
capture 3D data on the handheld device, but they can also view the
captured data immediately on the tablet and export directly into a variety of industry standard desktop applications.
Phi.3D output binary ﬁles can be read by Autodesk ReCap, Trimble
RealWorks, AVEVA LFM, Faro Scene, CSA Panomap and CloudCompare. In addition, Phi.3D will export directly to PTS, PTX, PTG and PLY
formats, which import into nearly any other software that has embraced
point clouds. Direct mesh export is being developed, and will open up
other integration opportunities including 3D printing.
One of the most common complaints of traditional laser scanning is the
expertise required to operate the system in the ﬁeld. By requiring expert

While the PTS, PTX, PTG and PLY export options ensure maximum compatibility, the native DP ﬁle format provides even more impressive utility. With propriety compression technology, DotProduct is able to produce ﬁles about 1/40th the size of standard ASCII formats. In DP
format, users will typically capture a full scene in less than 25 MB. This
can even be emailed or uploaded straight from the tablet in the ﬁeld.
DotProduct is encouraging more desktop software applications to import
DP-ﬁles directly with its DLL.

The Next Step
With the upcoming release of Phi.3D 2.0 on the DPI-8, DotProduct
is providing the most responsive, practical solutions for its clients to
date. Phi.3D 2.0 is a major release, improving upon the user experience, functionality, and unique features within the software.
This full revamp improves upon the user interface and provides a
much more intuitive touchscreen navigation, furthering the user-friendly nature of the device. Improved memory management also enhances the overall speed of the software and allows for capture of scenes four times larger than with the ﬁrst generation DPI-7.
The update gets even more exciting with some of the new features
built into the software. By implementing the Append-to-Add feature,
users are now able to continually append to data in the ﬁeld, without ﬁlling up the RAM (the major limiting factor on scene size). This
allows for much larger, more complex scenes to be captured in one
session, without back ofﬁce registration. Other major feature additions include on-tablet measurement, setting the origin and coordinate system on the device, support for AprilTags ﬁducials, and more.

The Latest Software on Today’s Most Powerful Hardware
In addition to the software upgrades, the DPI-8 Kit is integrating
more powerful tablet computers into each unit. By introducing the
8” NVIDIA SHIELD tablet, DotProduct has capitalized on a 2GB
RAM, the NVIDIA Tegra K1 mobile
processor and a larger screen. The
results include major improvements to
scene size, processing time, screen
resolution, user interface and more.
The DPI-8 is also available with the
Samsung Galaxy Tab Pro 8.4, which
also comes with 2GB of RAM.
On the sensor side, DotProduct continues to integrate newer, more powerful options and intends to also remain
hardware agnostic in the sensor market.
For more information, visit www.dotproduct3d.com.

Figure 4: Point cloud data captured
with the DotProduct DPI-7 Kit,
highlighting the extensive range
of applications.
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The Case for Mobile GIS Web Apps
The complexities of GIS have been discussed earlier in this column. The concepts, language and technology are confusing, and hard for those outside
our industry to understand. Today, the popularity of mobile devices has
increased the demand for GIS and location technology. This is pushing GIS
Matt Sheehan is Principal and Senior
Developer at WebmapSolutions.
The company build location focused
mobile applications for GIS, mapping
and location based services (LBS).
Matt can be reached at
matt@webmapsolutions.com.
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to move from its comfortable niche and into the mainstream. That is a big
jump, and one which is causing much re-examination within the industry.

obile technology adds to this confusing
picture. Not only does it represent new
ways to apply GIS, but brings demands
from a wider user base. It could be argued mobile is the new frontier for GIS and location technology.

M

Mobile comes with new terms, choices and challenges: cross-platform, cross-device, native, web,
hybrid. Plenty to make your head spin. In this
column some of this terminology will be demystiﬁed and the maturing of mobile web technology
will be discussed.
When we think about using, or having developed, a mobile GIS app, often our initial thought
is around a mobile product; iPad, iPhone, Galaxy,
Nexus 5, Windows Surface Pro. These are each
devices which run speciﬁc platforms. An iPad is
a tablet which runs the Apple iOS platform. The
Apple App Store is the source for iOS targeted
apps. Native apps which run on the iOS platform
are written in a language called Objective-C.
Nexus 5 is a popular Android smartphone.
Android is Google's mobile platform, and Google
Play is the source for Android installable apps.
Android native apps are written in Java. I'm lucky
I have multiple mobile devices; an iPad, iPhone,
Nexus smartphone and Windows Surface Pro
tablet. But suppose I need a mobile GIS app I can
use on all four devices? In the native world that
means three or four applications; one for iOS (and
maybe one designed for the larger screen iPad
and one for the smaller iPhone), one for Android
and another for Windows. That is complex, and
potentially expensive if you are footing the bill for
the building these apps.

Mobile, native or hybrid?
We are all familiar with the web. Pull up your
favorite browser, and surf web pages. The most
popular Web technology is Javascript/HTML5.
This is an open technology, with a global development community. Advances in Javascript and
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web technology continue to be rapid. Mobile has
been the focus of much of this energy. Mobile web
GIS applications are cross-platform by default
since all that is required is a web browser. Now I
need to be careful here, not all web browsers are
equal. Microsoft's IE lives in its own corner, and
often represents the biggest challenge to mobile
web developers. Mobile web apps can also be
cross-device, if developers use a responsive
approach. Let's again consider an app which runs
on all of my mobile devices. In the world of the
web that would be one application. Marvelous.
So mobile web apps big advantage over native
apps is that they can run across devices and platforms. So why bother building native apps?
Performance, platform speciﬁc look and feel, distribution via the various app stores, and access
to mobile sensors are a few of the advantages
native has over mobile. Technologies like
PhoneGap/Cordova can help bridge some of this
divide. PhoneGap provides the ability to convert
a web GIS application to installable so called
hybrid app. These apps more closely resemble
native apps, allowing for app store distribution
and access to mobile sensors such as GPS and
compass.

Mobile web GIS applications
Any decision on whether to build a web, native
or hybrid app need be determined by use case.
But there is increasingly a stronger argument to
consider ﬁrst building a mobile web GIS applications. Web apps are cost effective, easy to maintain and update, and now provide advanced functionality. Esri and other GIS technology providers
have in place rich Javascript libraries and API's
greatly helping mobile GIS development. An
increasing number of cloud based geospatial services are now available providing geocoding,
geoenrichment, geofencing and more. The next
column will dig deeper into some of these services and discuss in more depth advances in web
mobile GIS technology.
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Reaching a New Level of Performance

Medium Format Photogrammetric Cameras
By Tobias Toelg and

Article

Stephen Epstein

Technology is all about change, and the same goes for the photogrammetry market.
Both users and manufacturers are adapting to changes. One of them is Phase One
Industrial, a provider of specialized industrial camera systems and software. They
are now at the forefront of medium format aerial photography and have adopted
the multipurpose tool approach, as explained in the article below.
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The Phase One aerial series of cameras. (L to R) Phase One iXU 150, Phase One iXA-R 50, Phase One iXA 180

Changes
The digital revolution has affected the photogrammetry market forcing everyone involved
in aerial data acquisition to adapt to new
equipment and workﬂows, while simultaneously opening up new opportunities. Changes
are coming not only from the introduction of
new cameras, but also from the explosive
growth of new markets and the technology
that is evolving to satisfy the needs of the growing photogrammetry market.

cations have evolved, with the expectations
that operators have the skills and equipment
to tackle new types of projects. These applications include precision farming, coastline
surveying, search for narcotics farming, bird
counting and a multitude of inspection projects, using ﬁxed-wing, rotary-wing and different UAVs as well.

The need for equipment that offers ﬂexibility
can lead to new customers and projects.
Having options available to meet challenges
can make the difference between being able
to bid on a project and just watching it go to
a competitor.

Not only is there a change to the way aerial
data is acquired, there are changes to how that
data is stored and transferred from camera to
servers for processing and then ﬁnally to the
end user. The large amount and size of image
ﬁles require an infrastructure capable of matching the size of the data collection, and with
the automation of processes comes an expectation of faster delivery times.

Many professional engineering companies in
the ﬁeld of photogrammetry, for example, are
witnessing a move away from the traditional
approach of orthophoto generation and mapping, and moving into new and different
ﬁelds. In the past, major players concentrated
on large projects with a GSD of approximately 25 cm. Today, the requested resolution is
much higher and reaches 5 to 8 cm GSD.

There are even more changes coming in sensor technology. Last year, a 50 MP CMOSbased sensor camera was released, which
enables users to capture images under less
than favorable light conditions by changing
the ISO while maintaining excellent quality. In
the coming years, as CMOS sensors grow in
resolution, new possibilities will be created for
medium format photogrammetrists.

Aside from the substantially higher GSD
demanded of photogrammetrists, new appli-

To add to the challenges in the ﬁeld of photogrammetry, the competition has increased,
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and with the added players comes the need
for more competitive pricing. Today the price
structure for a square kilometer of data collection has plummeted although the market has
opened up with new applications. This makes
the choice of which equipment to acquire even
more critical.
To meet these challenges, users have to recognize that the work that they will be doing
during the next 25 years will very likely be
different from what they have been doing over
the past 25 years. And to adapt these new
technologies quickly users have to be more
ﬂexible, need a very close relationship with
their customers and have their ﬁnger on the
pulse of the market. They need to understand
today’s challenges in airborne photogrammetric missions and how to generate custom
based solutions for a rapidly changing world.
Making the investment in new technologies is
understandably a major challenge fraught
with unknowns. Low-end systems may satisfy
clients that require the use of inexpensive gear,
but users bidding on higher-end project will
inevitably be looking at larger investments in
high-quality solutions. Many users are turning
to medium format photogrammetry to deliver
the required high resolution images with top
image quality and very reasonable prices.

A New Approach
From the perspective of a manufacturer of
aerial cameras, where R&D and retooling to
manufacture new models of cameras can be
expensive, an emerging strategy is the “Swiss
Army Knife” multipurpose tool approach to
creating a quality camera -- one that is
designed with enough ﬂexibility to handle the
new challenges of different types of missions
and is also built to serve as a hub in a system
of interchangeable components. By making
an open system, users can adapt to changes
and choose the “best of breed” parts and not
be locked in by one company’s view of what
a system should look like.
Smartphone users have learned the advantages of using apps that enable them to create
a personalized experience. Whenever a new
app is released that gives them more features
than the one they currently use, they are able
to switch, while still maintaining their current
platform. So too, camera makers can now
provide the platform and enable users to integrate hardware and software solutions that
meet their needs. In a competitive market, individual companies are all vying for the same
share of the pie. The open marketplace encourages innovation, and users of an ecosystem
are the beneﬁciaries of the competition. As
new technology is released, users have the
ability to update components in their system
to meet the needs of their clients.
Over the past twenty years, Phase One has
been providing sensor modules for digital
aerial cameras. Three years ago, the company emerged onto the scene with new products
that act as the central hub of this photogrammetric ecosystem. Phase One is now at the
forefront of medium format aerial photography and have adopted the multipurpose tool
approach. Because the company is able to

adapt quickly to new technology and incorporate it into new products, thus shortening
the development time and production of market-relevant cameras.
Phase One built an ecosystem using a modular approach. For example:
• The Phase One iXU 150 is a 50 MP CMOSbased camera that was designed for general aerial data acquisition projects such as
mapping applications as well as surveillance and homeland security use. Its low
weight and small size make it ideal for use
in UAVs. With multiple communication protocols and full HDMI output, an operator
can view video and capture individual images whenever a capture is needed. This
allows operators to view important information without generating large amounts of
images, which require processing and storage. The camera is so versatile that it can
also be used on regular manned missions
and because of its CMOS sensor, able to
capture from ISO 100-6400 delivering
quality images at all ISOs.
• The iXA and iXU cameras were built to be
used alone or as building blocks to create
a larger system. They can be used effectively in a multiple camera array or combined
to create an array of nadir and oblique
cameras. The cameras are easily wired
together to enable synchronized captures.
• Whether the camera is being used on a
manned ﬂight or on a UAV, Phase One
designed the cameras with multiple storage
options. Images can be stored on an external host computer, such as the iX Controller,
with ultra-fast SSD drives via SuperSpeed
USB 3.0 or internally via CompactFlash
cards.

• Phase One iXA and iXU cameras offer ﬂexibility in optics as well. With a choice of six
multipurpose Schneider-Kreuznach lenses
ranging from 28 mm up to 240 mm, missions can be ﬂown at any height and coverage and GSD are not an issue. The iXA-R
cameras offer a choice of three Rodenstock
lenses (40 mm, 50 mm and 70 mm) which
are especially suited for mapping. The 50
mm lens, with an opening angle of 56º, is
particularly suited for capturing images
alongside a LiDAR while doing corridor
mapping. Lenses for Phase One aerial
cameras are easily swapped out in the ﬁeld.
• As the hub in what can be a complicated
system, all Phase One aerial cameras are
built to be compatible with the most popular ﬂight management systems, GPS receivers and stabilized mounts. An owner of a
Phase One aerial camera is not locked in
to a proprietary system and is able to choose the “best of breed” solutions from independent companies to always maintain a
solution that works according to their needs.
Flexibility and adaptability today are requirements not only for the equipment and systems
used to capture and process aerial data, they
are also qualities that are necessary for companies to survive in this quickly changing
market. When disruptive innovations such as
UAV-based photography ﬂood the market,
companies that are adept at dealing with change and own the necessary equipment that is
ﬂexible enough to handle their current workload, as well as new technologies, will be the
companies that stand out as the winners.
For more information, have a look at:
http://industrial.phaseone.com.

The Phase One iX Controller, a powerful fanless PC, enables operators to connect up to four cameras.
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Pan-sharpening, DEM Extraction and Geometric Correction

Article

SPOT-6 and SPOT-7 Satellites

24

By Philip Cheng

The successful operation of the SPOT-6 and SPOT-7 satellites provide another high resolution satellite imagery alternative. With the panchromatic sensor at 1.5m resolution
and the multispectral sensor at 6.0m resolution, the data can be used in different applications which do not require sub-meter resolution. This article shows the data is capable of generating high accuracy pan-sharpened orthos using a pan-sharpening method
and the rational polynomial geometric correction method. Digital elevation models
(DEMs) can also be extracted automatically from tri-stereo data. The recent release of
1 arc second global SRTM DEM provides the opportunity to improve the ortho accuracy
when using SRTM DEM. This article compared the orthorectification results using
1 and 3 arc second SRTM DEMs.

n 2008, Spot Image (now Geoof high-resolution, wide-swath data until
Intelligence program line of Airbus
2024. On December 2, 2014, Airbus
Defence and Space) of Toulouse,
Defence and Space agreed to transfer the
France, started an initiative to build
ownership of SPOT-7 satellite to
a new commercial SPOT mission
Azerbaijan’s Azercosmos space agency
series, referred to as SPOT-6 /-7, to conas part of a long-term partnership. As
tinue sustainable wide-swath high-resolupart of the unusual agreement, whose
tion observation services as currently proﬁnancial terms were not disclosed,
vided by the SPOT-5 mission. Having full
Azercosmos has taken title to SPOT-7,
support from Airbus Group (Spot Image's
renamed it Azersky to develop its own
majority shareholder), manufacturing of
market, and has been given preferredthe twin constellation SPOT-6 & -7 was
access rights to SPOT-6 to market the
ofﬁcially announced in mid-2009 by
satellites’ imagery in Azerbaijan and surAirbus Defence and Space. The current
rounding regions in South Asia.
SPOT constellation of two satellites (SPOT4, and SPOT-5) offers a broadest range
From a technical perspective, SPOT-6 and
Figure 1: SPOT-6 overview image of Barcelona and surrounding areas in Spain.
of imagery, including, 2.5, 5, 10, and
-7 satellites beneﬁted from the knowledge
20 m resolutions. The goal of the new SPOT-6 and -7 series is to
and experience gained from the SPOT 5 and Pleiades-1A and -1B
guarantee a sustainable operational service to the end users.
programs, as well as from the latest validated technology. The SPOT6 and -7 satellites have addressed the SPOT-5 market with the folIn mid-2009, the Airbus Defence and Space committed to the develowing improved characteristics : (1) same image swath of 60-km
lopment of the spacecrafts, SPOT-6 and to maintain high level of coverage capa7, even though it did not yet have any
bility, (2) better resolution with 1.5m
government funding or pre-order sales
ortho image products, (3) addition of a
agreements. The satellites, built by Space
blue band to get native natural colour
System Division of Airbus Defence and
images, (4) ultimate satellite agility, enaSpace, were the ﬁrst ever built using entibling to achieve efﬁciently both collection
re private funding and mark a watershed
of large coverage and collection of indiin the geospatial information service
vidual targets: more than 3 million km2
industry
per day for each satellite, (5) reactive tasking: advanced programming efﬁciency
SPOT-6 was launched by India's Polar
with up to 6 programming plans per day
Satellite Launch Vehicle on ﬂight C21 at
and per satellite uploads possible to
04:23 UTC on 9 September 2012, while
obtain cloud-free imagery, (6) daily revisit capability thanks to the phased conSPOT-7 was launched on PSLV ﬂight C23
stellation of SPOT-6 & -7, and (7) 10-year
at 04:42 UTC on 30 June 2014. Together
lifetime for each satellite, assuring data
they form a constellation of Earth-imaging
Figure 2: Sample SPOT-6 full resolution image of Barcelona in Spain.
continuity towards 2024. With geometric
satellites designed to provide continuity
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location accuracy better than 10m
(CE90) and a resolution of 1.5m, SPOT-6
and -7 are the ideal solution for national
1:25000 map series.
In this article we will look into four processing areas. The ﬁrst is pan-sharpening
of the data to generate pan-sharpened
1.5m multispectral data. The second is
the geometric correction of the data using
Rational Polynomial Coefﬁcient (RPC)
method with no ground control points
(GCPs) or a minimum number of GCPs.
The third is to compare the orthorectiﬁcation results using 1 and 3 arc second
(30m and 90m) SRTM DEMs. Lastly, automated DEM extraction using tri-stereo will
be tested and compared with SRTM DEM.

Sample Data and Testing Software

Figure 3: SPOT-6 overview image of Hong Kong

multispectral data are suitable for the creation of multispectral pan-sharpened images. It is preferable to perform the pansharpening process before geometric
correction if a pan-sharpened orthorectiﬁed image is desired, and this method
works for most areas with gentle terrain.
Performing pan-sharpening after geometric correction of the separate panchromatic and multispectral data often results in
small misalignments between the ortho
data due to the accuracy of GCPs and
DEMs used in the orthorectiﬁcation process. In order to perform the pan-sharpening process before geometric correction,
both panchromatic and multispectral data
must be perfectly aligned with each other.
Both SPOT-6 and -7 meet this requirement;
therefore, pan-sharpening of the uncorrected data before geometric correction can
be performed if desired. The PCI pan-sharpening program was used to generate
pan-sharpened images of SPOT-6 and -7.
Figures 1 and 2 show the overview and
sample full resolution of the pan-sharpened images of SPOT-6 Spain data, respectively. Figures 3 and 4 show the overview
and sample full resolution of the pan-sharpened images of SPOT-6 Hong Kong
data, respectively.

Data sets of two different areas were provided by Airbus Defence and Space. The ﬁrst
data set is a tri-stereo SPOT-6 triplet acquired on June 28, 2013 covering Barcelona
and surrounding areas in Spain. Most of the
area is mountainous with elevation ranging
from sea-level to 1200m. The along track
incidence angles are 7.6°, -12.7° and 2.5°, respectively, and the across track incidence angles are -16.0°, -11.7°, and 13.5°, respectively. A SPOT-7 image
acquired on October 8, 2014 with along
RPC method
Figure 4: Sample SPOT-6 full resolution image of Hong Kong
track incidence angle of 8.0° and across
To create accurate image maps using
track incidence angle of 11.5° covering the
satellite imagery, the imagery must be corsame area was also provided. The second data set include SPOT-6
rected to a map projection. This correction process is called orthoand SPOT-7 imagery of Hong Kong.The SPOT-6 data was acquired on
rectiﬁcation or geometric correction. The process requires the use of
July 31, 2014 with along track and across track incidence angles of
a rigorous geometric model, GCPs, and a DEM. Since the introduc16.7° and 0.7°, respectively. The SPOT-7 data was acquired on Nov
tion of rational polynomial coefﬁcients (RPC) method to correct IKO11, 2014 with along track and across track incidence angles of 0°
NOS data, it has become the most popular method for geometric
and -4.4°, respectively Hong Kong consists of islands, mountains and
correction of satellite data, as it requires only a small number of
urban areas with a lot dense man-made structures and elevation ranGCPs, and in some cases, no GCPs at all. Most current commercial
ging from sea-level to 850m. All data are distributed with rational polysatellite imagery are distributed with RPCs. The RPC method uses an
nomial coefﬁcients. The author would like to thank Airbus Defence and
empirical/statistical model developed by Space Imaging (now
DigitalGlobe), which approximates the 3D physical sensor model of
Space for providing the test data.
a satellite. This method is useful as it eliminates the requirement of
3D physical model, enabling users having little familiarity with the
PCI Geomatics’ 2014 OrthoEngine software was used for this testing.
satellite sensor to perform a geometric correction without GCPs; only
This software supports reading of the data, manual or automatic GCP/tie
a DEM is required. Since biases or errors still exist in the RPCs, the
point (TP) collection, geometric modeling of different satellites using Toutin’s
original RPCs can be reﬁrigorous model or the RPC
ned in most cases together
model, automatic DEM ge[5]
[6]
[7]
with a zero or ﬁrst order
neration and editing, orthopolynomial
adjustment
rectiﬁcation, and both manucomputed from several
al and automatic mosaicking
accurate GCPs. Zero and
tools.
ﬁrst order polynomial
adjustment require a miniPan-sharpening
mum of 1 and 3 GCPs,
Similar to most high resorespectively. A zero order
lution satellites, SPOT-6
Figure 5: Hong Kong SPOT-6 ortho using 1 arc second SRTM DEM. Figure 6: Hong Kong SPOT-6 ortho using 3 arc second
polynomial adjustment,
and -7 panchromatic and
SRTM DEM. Figure 7: Hong Kong SPOT-7 ortho using 1 arc second SRTM DEM
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which computes the translation in only the horizontal and vertical
direction for the entire image is always preferable because the GCPs
can be collected anywhere on the image. A ﬁrst order polynomial
adjustment, which warps an image as opposed to a simple horizontal and vertical translation, requires GCPs to be collected uniformly
throughout the image in order to get the best accuracy for the entire
image. In this article, correction using zero and ﬁrst order polynomial adjustment for SPOT-6 and –7 data will be examined.
Table 3: Comparisons of Hong Kong RPC results using different GCPs and ICPs for SPOT-7

Article

Testing Results
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To test the Spain data set, a SPOT-7 1.5m resolution ortho image
provided by Airbus Defence and Space and a 1 arc second SRTM
DEM were used. Ten points were collected on each image. Table 1
shows the independent check point (ICP) results when using 0 and 4
GCPs with zero and ﬁrst order RPC polynomial adjustment. Case 2
and 3 have GCPs located near the boundaries of each image with
ICPs collected inside. Case 4 has GCPs located near the centre of
the each image with ICPs collected outside the GCP boundaries. The
RMS geometric correction accuracy without GCPs is within 2m with
a maximum error of 5.8m. In comparing case 2 and 3 we ﬁnd the
results are better when using the ﬁrst RPC polynomial adjustment,
with RMS error less than 1m. Case 4 shows the importance of the
locations of GCPs when using the ﬁrst order RPC polynomial adjustment. The ICPs outside the GCP boundary are not as accurate because extrapolation is necessary when using ﬁrst order RPC adjustment
order. Therefore, GCPs should be collected near each boundary of
an image if high accuracy is required for the entire image.

Table 1: Comparisons of RPC results of SPOT-6 and -7 Spain data using different GCPs and ICPs

To test the Hong Kong SPOT-6 and -7 data, sub-metre accuracy survey points were obtained from the Hong Kong Civil Engineering and
Development Department (HKCEDD). The author would like to thank
HKCEDD for providing the survey points. Eleven points were collected on the SPOT -6 image and six points were collected on the SPOT7 image. Table 2 and 3 show the ICP results of SPOT-6 and -7 when
using 0 and 4 GCPs with zero and ﬁrst order RPC polynomial adjustment, respectively. The maximum RMS error is 3.3m and the maxi-

Table 2: Comparisons of Hong Kong RPC results using different GCPs and ICPs for SPOT-6
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mum error is 4.1m when using no GCPs, as shown in table 2. In
this case both zero and ﬁrst order RPC polynomial adjustments have
similar results. The maximum RMS error is within 1.1m and the maximum error is 1.5m when using 4 GCPs.

SRTM 1 and 3 arc seconds DEMs
The Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) is an international
research effort that obtained elevation data on a near-global scale
from 56° S to 60° N. The result of this effort was to generate the
most complete high-resolution DEM of Earth, prior to the release of
the ASTER GDEM in 2009. SRTM consisted of a specially modiﬁed
radar system that ﬂew on board the Space Shuttle Endeavour during
the 11-day STS-99 mission in February 2000, based on the older
Spaceborne Imaging Radar-C/X-band Synthetic Aperture Radar (SIRC/X-SAR), previously used on the Shuttle in 1994. The resolution of
the raw data is one arc second (30 m), but this has only been released over United States territory. For the rest of the world, only three
arc second (90 m) data are available. The SRTM has been a major
source of DEMs to correct data when higher resolution DEMs are
not available. On September 23, 2014, the White House announced that the highest-resolution 1 arc second SRTM DEM would be
released globally. Since both 1 and 3 arc second SRTM DEMs are
available for Hong Kong, it is useful to examine the differences in
orthos when using both DEMs in urban areas.
When comparing the 1 and 3 arc second SRTM DEMs of Hong
Kong, the biggest difference in elevation values was up to 70m.
Elevation value discrepancies were most pronounced in the mountainous areas. The differences between the GCP elevation values and
1 arc seconds SRTM DEM are all within 10m. Although it stands to
reason that using 1 arc second SRTM DEM should produce more
accurate results, and that it should always be used when available,
it may generate undesirable orthorectiﬁcation results in urban areas.
Figure 5 and 6 show examples of the SPOT-6 orthos using 1 and 3
arc seconds SRTM DEMs, respectively. Wavy roads and buildings
could be found at the centre of ﬁgure 5 when using 1 arc second
SRTM DEM and not when using 3 arc second DEM as in ﬁgure 6.
By comparing the 1 arc second and the 3 arc second SRTM DEMs
at the same location it was found that the distortions were due to
the effects of buildings in the 1 arc second SRTM DEM, which were
not found the in the 3 arc second SRTM DEM. Since SPOT-6 was
acquired at an along track incidence angle of 16.7°, it is more sensitive to the errors in the DEM. The SPOT-7 ortho (ﬁgure 7) does not
have this same problem because the data was acquired at near
nadir looking angle. This means although 1 arc second SRTM DEM
is more accurate, it also contains features which may cause distortions in the orthorectiﬁcation results in urban areas. Therefore, it is
important to know the types of terrain, features and the satellite incidence angles before deciding which SRTM to use.

Figure 8a: SPOT-6 image of Barcelona and surrounding areas in Spain

DEM Extraction
Since tri-stereo imagery was provided with the Spain data set, it is
possible to extract DEMs automatically. Instead of using all of the different stereo-pair combinations to generate DEMs, it is better to choose the optimum pair based on the types of terrain. For ﬂat or gentle
terrain the fore and aft stereo pair is recommended. For rugged terrain and mountainous areas it is better to use nadir-fore or nadir-aft
looking stereo pair. Since the Spain data consists primarily of mountainous areas the nadir-aft looking stereo pair was chosen.
To generate a DEM automatically, a pair of quasi-epipolar images is
generated from the fore and aft stereo images to retain elevation parallax in the X direction only. An automated image-matching procedure
is then used to produce the DEM through a comparison of the respective gray values of these images. To ﬁnd the corresponding pixels in
the left and right quasi-epipolar images, this procedure utilizes a hierarchical sub-pixel mean normalized cross correlation matching
method. The actual matching method employed generates correlation
coefﬁcients between 0 and 1 for each matched pixel, where 0 represents a total mismatch and 1 represents a perfect match. A secondorder surface is then ﬁtted around the maximum correlation coefﬁcients to ﬁnd the match position to sub-pixel accuracy. The difference
in location between the images gives the disparity, or parallax, arising from terrain relief, which is then converted to absolute elevation
values above the WGS84 ellipsoid using a 3D space-intersection solution.
Figure 8a and 8b show the image and corresponding DEM extracted
at 3m spacing. Comparing the extracted DEM with the input GCPs,
the mean error is 0.57m with a standard deviation of 2.93m. When
comparing the extracted DEM with the 1 arc second SRTM DEM, it
has a mean error of -0.16m with a standard deviation of 8.32m.

Figure 8b: SPOT-6 extracted DEM Barcelona and surrounding areas in Spain

panchromatic and multispectral data can be performed on the uncorrected data before geometric correction if desired. The RPC method
together with ﬁrst order RPC polynomial adjustment should be used
to correct the data. The RMS errors for both satellites are within 3m
and 1m when using no GCPs and 4 GCPs, respectively. When using
1 or 3 arc second SRTM DEM, the user should take into consideration of the types of terrain, features and the satellite incidence angles. DEM can be extracted automatically from the stereo data. The
mean error between the extracted DEM and 1 arc second SRTM
DEM is -0.16m in this study.
Dr. Philip Cheng cheng@pcigeomatics.com is a senior scientist at PCI Geomatics.

Conclusions
In this article we have examined pan-sharpening of and DEM extraction from SPOT-6 and -7 imagery, as well as geometric correction
using both 1 and 3 arc second SRTM DEMs. Pan-sharpening of the
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Providing Unique Geospatial Data Solutions

Geospatial Imagery Content Partnership
By Amanda O’Connor

Exelis Visual Information Solutions and Airbus Defence and Space modernize satellite
imagery access and provide unique geospatial data solutions.
view images without leaving the ENVI environment.

Airbus Defence and Space Catalog
Query tool
Article

In order to facilitate the search and discovery of data for ENVI users, the two companies created the Airbus Defence and Space
Catalog Query tool. This tool is an ENVI
extension that is easily installed into ENVI
and is used to search and discover data in
the Airbus Defence and Space catalog
directly within the ENVI interface. The plugin lets users easily identify and geolocate
thumbnail previews of available imagery
within an area of interest without leaving
ENVI, so users can make informed decisions
about the data they want relative to their
imagery and GIS holdings.
The Catalog Query tool gives users the ability to ﬁlter their results by satellite name,
bands available, archive start and end
dates, as well as by cloud coverage, snow
coverage, incidence angle, and spatial resolution. The retrieved results can be output as
footprints or footprints and quicklook images, which then can be used to easily order
imagery from Airbus Defence and Space.
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Figure 1: Pearl Harbor

Airbus Defence and Space satellite imagery
data can be natively read in ENVI. When
rigorous ENVI analytical approaches are
used on data content from Airbus Defence
and Space, ENVI users gain rapid and agile
access to everything they need to solve problems in the feature rich ENVI and
SARscape interfaces. This processing chain
includes data pre-processing, analysis, and
authoring while allowing users to work with
other datasets and GIS layers to get a full
picture of a study area, not just one component.

TerraSAR-X and TanDEM-X

Introduction
Exelis Visual Information Solutions and
Airbus Defence and Space have teamed up
to offer users of ENVI image analysis software seamless access to the Airbus DS cata-
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log of geospatial imagery. With easy
access to the worldwide Airbus Defence
and Space archive, ENVI users will save
time on mission and project planning with
the ability to discover needed data and pre-

One of the truly unique features of the Airbus
satellite constellation are the two nearly
identical X-Band SAR satellites (TerraSAR-X
and TanDEM-X) offering high-resolution and
wide-area radar images independent of the
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Figure 2: Paris

weather conditions. The two satellites are
operated in a very close formation ﬂight and
have acquired the data to produce the
newly launched WorldDEM global Digital
Elevation Model. WorldDEM features complete pole-to-pole coverage combined with
much higher detail and accuracy than existing satellite-based worldwide DEMs. This
game-changing elevation information will
beneﬁt applications such as satellite image
orthorectiﬁcation, military and civil aviation,
management of oil and gas ﬁelds as well as
defence and security related missions.

SAR data advantages
One important beneﬁt of radar over optical
imagery is that it can penetrate clouds and
works independent of lighting conditions.
This makes SAR useful for collecting data in
areas of bad weather, persistent fog, or
smoke, in areas of high latitude, or collecting images at night. This is because it is an
active sensor, meaning it doesn’t rely on
optical light to capture information. Primary
applications for radar data are defense and
maritime applications such as border surveillance, oil spill, ship and ice monitoring. SAR
data is also used for land applications (geology, agriculture) and infrastructure manage-

Figure 3: Mont Fuji

ment (e.g. surface movement monitoring)
and is particularly helpful in natural disaster
monitoring and relief efforts when bad
weather or poor visibility may persist (following a weather related event or ﬁre).
SAR is a great stand-alone resource, or a useful enhancement for other data types such as
optical or infrared data. SAR discriminates
features like roughness which gives it a different methodology for identifying features
than optical imagery. Some of the surface features that can be seen better using SAR data
include: ice, ocean waves, soil moisture, vegetation mass, man-made objects such as
buildings, and most geological structures.
The real advantages of SAR become evident
when the data is processed and analyzed
in an appropriate manner. This is where the
Exelis VIS product ENVI SARscape comes
in. ENVI SARscape has been designed to
make it easier to work with SAR data with
standardized workﬂows similar to ENVI.
This includes accurate algorithms designed
to exploit the unique characteristics of speciﬁc SAR sensors as well as ﬂexible features
that make it user friendly for novices and
experts alike.

Conclusion
Exelis VIS and Airbus Defence and Space
understand the power of introducing users to
new data sources that can enhance other
imagery holdings, kick off a project or a new
idea, and make these products easily available to ENVI users. Content partnerships such
as these open new doors for image processing on the desktop or in cloud environments.
Better access to diverse data means better
analytic results and richer data sources to
draw on for projects. Exelis VIS and Airbus
Defence and Space are very excited about
the possibilities for this business partnership
and the beneﬁts for Airbus Defence and
Space data users and ENVI users alike.
Amanda O’Connor, Sr. Technical Solutions Engineer
Exelis Visual Information Solutions.
For more information, have a look at: www.geostore.com.
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Free eBook

Essays on Geography and GIS Vol. 7
By Eric van Rees

Volume 7 of Esri´s freely downloadable ´Essays on GIS’ was released in October 2014.
It offers a collection of columns and essays, which have appeared in recent Esri
publications as ArcNews and online on the Esri Insider blog. The most interesting
contributions cover big data, crowdsourcing and a number of initiatives about open data.

Book review

Earth Observation and Open Data
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Big Data and GIS
No less than 26 contributions make up this
free offering covering 94 pages (see URL
below). One of the most interesting essays
is right at the beginning and is called ´GIS
Accelerates Big Data Discovery´. It covers a
recent collaboration between Esri and IBM
in mapping and interpreting big data.
Unfortunately, the contribution is very short:
there is so much more to say about the
various Esri initiatives in the ﬁeld of big
data. The reader is left feeling very curious
about the future, as the end of the article
reads that Esri and IBM have been devising
new methods for big data analytics. These
combine geographic analysis with methodologies born from collaborative research and
development.

Crowdsourcing and GIS
A second highlight is called ´Citizen Science
for GIS´, written by Matt Artz. There has
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been quite a to-do about evaluating the
efforts of crowdsourced data, which has
often been referred to as non-authoritative
data and labelled unreliable at times. Artz
makes a plea for the combined efforts of
self-directed individuals, who become a
powerful source, to be taken seriously
within the scientiﬁc community. He describes a number of initiatives regarding citizen science and GIS, and there are more
to be found in other essays. His ﬁnal statement is that the integration of citizen science and GIS, if properly managed, will
enrich geospatial infrastructure. This would
give GIS practitioners new types of data
to use, manage, interpret and incorporate
into their work. Unfortunately, he doesn´t
specify what is meant with ´properly
managed´. How this data can be managed
and made authoritative would be an interesting subject for a future essay in this
series.

Esri’s involvement in a number of data platforms is covered in two essays. The ﬁrst one
covers GEOSS, the Global Earth Obser vation System of Systems, which is a platform
that interconnects relevant information systems and infrastructures throughout the
world. The essay gives technical background between how Esri technology connects with this platform and how observation data and services have been made
available to the ArcGIS Online community.
Secondly, there´s ‘Planning and NSDI for the
Future´, which covers the creation and evolution of the United States National Spatial
Data Infrastructure (NSDI). Hopefully, Esri
will soon publish updates on their ArcGIS
Open Data application for organizations
using ArcGIS to publish their open data to
the web. An online update, published last
December, mentioned a rapid adoption,
foremost by agile cities and regional governments, as well as a few US States and international government agencies. Esri´s shift
from software provider to data provider
deserves a mention in a couple of essays in
a future edition of this series.
Finally, there are two acclaimed columns by
URISA, the Urban and Regional Information
Systems Association, about the use of professional organizations and how individuals
can contribute and beneﬁt from them, as
well as the challenges and opportunities of
working in the ﬁeld of GIS.
The ebook can be downloaded here:
www.esri.com/library/bestpractices/essays-on-geography-gis-vol7.pdf
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Ordnance Sur vey’s GeoVation

Adventures in Innovation and Solutions
ne of the ﬁrst examples of geospatial
insight occurred in 1854 when a cholera epidemic swept through Soho,
London. John Snow, a local physician, plotted on a map the exact location of each of the hundreds of deaths that were
occurring. This map, alongside witness testimonies,
became central in proving to authorities that the outbreak was not transmitted through ‘bad air’ as was
originally thought, but was caused by a shared neighborhood water pump. Snow’s use of geospatial
insight was integral in prompting decade’s worth of
improvements to public health and sanitation facilities.
It was with this belief in geospatial insight and its ability to help solve issues and improve the way we live
and do things that led Ordnance Survey to launch
the ﬁrst of its GeoVation Challenges in 2009. At the
time, Britain’s mapping agency was also in the process of making around a third of its data available
to the public for free as OS OpenData, and so
GeoVation was viewed as an ideal way of encouraging use of free data by making available signiﬁcant
funding and support for ideas that use open data and
geography to solve local and/or national issues.

O

Article

By Keegan Wilson

Ordnance Survey’s GeoVation Challenges is an initiative that started in 2009.
As such, it´s a way of encouraging use of free data by making available significant
funding and support for ideas that use open data and geography to solve local and/or
national issues.
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Identifying main problems
Before each GeoVation Challenge is set a Problem
Powwow is held and attended by people with expertise and experience in the area of the chosen theme.
Here the main problems that form the basis of the
challenge are identiﬁed. A mixed panel of judges
(consisting of expertise in the challenge being addressed, open innovation, geographic information from
OS, service design and start-up experience) will
review entries and decide upon the ﬁnalists to be invited to the GeoVation Camp. GeoVation Camp is
designed to help the ﬁnalists strengthen their proposition by building their idea into a prototype enterprise
or venture. Finalists, are coached to be ‘match ﬁt to
pitch’ their ideas to an independent panel that deci-

For the past fortnight Daniel Raven-Ellison has been climbing stairs across London
in attempt to climb the same height as Mount Everest.
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GeoVation has been a life-changing experience. It has given me
the right level of support and guidance for me to become a full-time
Since its launch, OS’s GeoVation
education entrepreneur. Over the
Challenges have so far created 28
last few years I have used the
new ventures and shared £640,000
GeoVation approach to inform how
in funding with, amongst others, a
I have developed children's books,
former city banker turned awardwebsites and services."
winning green businessman, and a
At the time of writing the GeoVation
geographer that wants to alter the
team is assessing entries made to
way we view and interact with our
OpenPlay from London won funding for an online platform that tackles the problem of not knowing
its latest challenge that asks how
urban areas.
where to go to do an activity.
we can do housing better.
However, provisionally booked in
Unconditional investments
for this summer, neatly bringing the process
ted people to submit ideas that used
The investments Ordnance Survey makes
back to John Snow and his map that showed
geographic information to solve real proare unconditional. They do not ask for a
how the local water supply was literally kilblems innovatively. Since then Geovation
return from any of their Challenge winners,
ling people, the GeoVation team plans a
has asked how we can feed ourselves,
or a share in their proﬁts, or the original
challenge to look at how we use water.
improve our transport, our neighbourhoods,
investment back if the venture becomes proChris Parker, co-founder and head of the
connect communities and visitors along the
ﬁtable. OS asks for nothing, and in its relaGeoVation programme, says: “Geography
Wales Coast Path, enable businesses to
tively short existence GeoVation has becounderpins all that we do in life – everything
improve their environmental performance
me highly-regarded with organisations in
happens somewhere. GeoVation was creand, its most recent challenge, how to get
other countries and at home, such as Sir Tim
ated to generate meaningful social, economore active.
Berners-Lee and Sir Nigel Shadbolt’s Open
mic and environmental value through collaData Institute (ODI), who have drawn on
boration, innovation and open data. Our
GeoVation for inspiration.
What the winners say
methodology of: ‘Innovation = problem x
Briony Phillips, Programme Manager of the
Geographer Daniel Raven-Ellison, of Missolution x execution’ means a business or
Open Data Challenge Series, Open Data
sion: Explore, whose website and app
venture that is well grounded in a problem
Institute, says: "GeoVation continues to play
encourages young people to explore their
worth solving, with a well scoped solution
an important part in the inspiration for, and
local area through social gaming, was a
and a business model that sustains the soluongoing support of, so many socially focuwinner of the ﬁrst GeoVation Challenge, he
tion to that problem has the most chance of
sed ventures. The work of the GeoVation
says: "GeoVation has shaped, empowered
success. Ideas may start out locally, but must
team has not only injected a notable amount
and supported our business. Its process has
be scalable to offer solutions UK wide or
of energy and cash into the open data cominformed and improved our thinking so that
even globally. What has made the Geomunity, it has also provided inspiration for
we not only achieve positive social impacts,
Vation experience extra special is the pasthe Open Data Challenge Series run in partbut do so in a sustainable and scalable way.
sion the people who enter the challenges
nership by the Open Data Institute and
We are now helping more families to benehave. It is contagious!”
Nesta.”
ﬁt from exploring, playing and learning outUnlike the GeoVation Challenges that follodoors with a revenue model that has alloFor more information, have a look at: www.geovation.org.uk.
wed, the ﬁrst had no theme. OS simply inviwed us to export our services. Personally,
des who will receive Ordnance
Survey’s funding and backing.

How can we encourage active lifestyles in Britain? Winners 2014:
Ramblers Scotland received funding in 2014 to develop the Medal Routes App - walking challenges to encourage people throughout
to help people in Scotland integrate walking into their daily lives. Using bronze, silver and gold level walks, people have hundreds of
walks at their ﬁngertips and, through games and challenges, incentives to walk and map their own routes.
Hoxton-based PAN Studio was also awarded funding in 2014 to develop Run an Empire, an exercise strategy game for smartphones.
Using neighbourhoods as arenas for play, people compete, capture and maintain control of as much territory as possible. The more
times people run or walk around their neighbourhood, the more secure they make it against ‘invasion’.
OpenPlay from London won funding for an online platform that tackles the problem of not knowing where to go to do an activity. By
bringing the park noticeboard online, users can ﬁnd out what is going on in their local park and can book pitches and organised
activities.
Wimbourne company Mapsum were awarded funding to develop a service called Tagd that allows individuals or groups to create,
share and discover customer interactive routes that contain personalised, targeted media messages at waypoints along the routes. The
system connects with existing networks, such as cycling clubs, local interest groups and geocachers to get more people discovering
the outdoors and involved in physical activity.
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Airborne Imaging System for Enhanced Defense & HLS

VisionMap ‘MIST’
Article

By Sarah Hakim

Government and military officials today require high quality, detailed and reliable visual intelligence in order to make the most informed decisions. Most importantly, the information needs
to be updated and readily accessible. Identifying this need, VisionMap, an Israeli technology
company, has created digital automatic airborne imaging systems that, for the first time, bring
commercial-level geospatial data to the defense world. For its revolutionary developments,
VisionMap was awarded the esteemed Israel Defense Prize by the Israeli government.
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Wide Area, High Resolution

isionMap’s ﬂagship system,
MIST, is comprised of a lightweight payload (eleven kg) that
can be easily installed on manned aircraft or drones, as well as
a complementary image processing system.
The systems are regularly installed and ﬂown
on Israel’s Elbit and IAI drones.
VisionMap’s cameras are able to quickly
cover vast areas in extremely high resolution, making the smallest objects of interest
visible. The camera’s efﬁcient capture enables users to make optimal use of good
weather days – particularly important in
regions in which good ﬂying weather is scarce. Utilizing VisionMap’s proprietary imaging technology, the camera ‘sweeps’ back
and forth across track, creating a wide 80°
ﬁeld of view. Thanks to this unique mecha-

V
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nism, the camera is able to collect vertical
and oblique imagery of the area simultaneously. The result is the ﬁrst and only system
to produce still images, high-accuracy mapping products (such as orthophoto), and 3D
models of the entire area – all from one
ﬂight.
MIST collects complementary color and thermal images to provide a complete picture
of the area of interest. The sensor’s extremely high thermal sensitivity detects objects
even under dense forests, and uncovers
camouﬂage and dugouts.
Providing higher image quality, resolution
and accessibility than satellite imagery, and
greater area coverage and thermal sensitivity than video sensors, VisionMap’s systems
are the most effective turnkey imaging solution for defense and HLS.

Reveals Camouflaged Objects

VisionMap’s systems are experienced and
battle-proven. MIST is used for mapping,
reconnaissance, tactical and strategic intelligence. Today VisionMap serves as the IDF’s
(Israeli Defense Forces) development center
for optics and imaging systems.

MIST in Action: A Case Study
A densely populated area along a country’s
border had been threatened by a constant
ﬁring of rockets. The rockets were being
ﬁred by a terrorist organization that would
avoid detection by hiding in densely populated civilian areas and dense forests, by
camouﬂaging themselves and by launching
from underground pits. The situation required a tactical visual intelligence solution that
would provide especially high resolution
daytime and nighttime imagery.

pected terror activity and hiding places.
MIST also enabled the distinction between
types of cars, as well as the different
methods of operating prior to a rocket launch. Using this knowledge, authorities can
learn the terrorists’ patterns, and better predict and prevent future terror acts.
Sarah Hakim, Marketing Communications Manager
Internet: www.visionmap.com
Orthophoto

Detects Human Activity

The MIST Airborne Imaging System was chosen to solve this problem. The system collected over 1000 km2/hour at
15 cm resolution (ﬂight altitude of 15,000
ft. at a ground speed of 80 knots). MIST’s
fast capture capabilities and the resulting
frequent update cycles highlighted changes
that occurred in the area over time (for example, new structures, dugouts or missiles).
MIST’s high thermal sensitivity revealed irregularities in the area, which pointed to sus-

3D Modeling

Detects Pipeline Leaks

3D STEREO
MAPPING SOLUTIONS
SOLUTIONS

sales@datem.com l www.datem.com
www.datem.com
+1 907.522.3681 l 800.770.3681
Anchorage, Alaska, USA
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Adopting a Working Plan

Overseeing UN-GGIM: Europe
Newsletter

By Rhian French
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An executive committee, led by Bengt Kjellson from Sweden, oversees UN-GGIM:
Europe’s activities and reports regularly to the UN-GGIM Global Committee of Experts.

ith the formal establishment of UN-GGIM: Europe on
1 October 2014, European UN Member States have
now assumed full responsibility for its operations and
adopted a work plan.
An executive committee led by Bengt Kjellson from Sweden oversees its activities and reports regularly to the UN-GGIM Global
Committee of Experts. The UN-GGIM: Europe executive committee
recently held its ﬁrst meeting at the ofﬁce of EuroGeographics, the
membership association for the European National Mapping,
Cadastral and Land Registry Authorities, which provides its secretariat.
Here, Mr Kjellson, who is Director General and Chief Executive of
Lantmäteriet (the Swedish Mapping, Cadastral and Land Registration
authority), discusses UN-GGIM: Europe’s aims, its role within the
geospatial community and how other organisations can get involved.

W

Tell me a bit about your involvement in UN-GGIM: Europe.
Were you one of the driving forces behind its establishment?
Bengt Kjellson: “The process of establishing UN-GGIM: Europe started in 2012 when the UN Secretariat in New York asked Dr Vanessa
Lawrence, as co-chair and Walter Rademacher, head of Eurostat, to
initiate the establishment of a European regional committee of the
United Nations Initiative on Global Geospatial Information
Management (UN-GGIM).”
“Sweden’s engagement with UN-GGIM: Europe started in summer
2013 when we took responsibility for one of three working groups set
up by the Preparatory Committee. These identiﬁed priority areas of
work to be addressed prior to its formal establishment. Our focus was
on dealing with data infrastructures whilst the others, led by France
and Italy respectively, looked at data and institutional arrangements,
including governance.”
“We were also involved in drafting the articles for UN-GGIM: Europe
and I was asked to lead the ﬁnal preparatory work, which took place
from the spring of 2014 to the ﬁrst plenary session in October 2014.”

UN-GGIM: Europe offers a mechanism for discussion and
decision-making. What are its main aims, and what is it
strategic importance?
Bengt Kjellson: “In UN-GGIM: Europe, we have, for the ﬁrst time,
an opportunity to discuss geospatial issues at an international political and policy level. With more and more issues requiring cross-border cooperation and action, decision makers need a forum within
which to address topics such as climate change, disaster response
and risk management. I believe UN-GGIM: Europe fulﬁls this strategically important role.”
“Like the other UN-GGIM regional committees, it supports activities
at a global level whilst also providing a platform for local involve-
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Dr Vanessa Lawrence, Co-Chair of the Coordinating Committee congratulates Bengt Kjellson on becoming
Chair of UN-GGIM Europe.

ment, for example dealing with issues that are especially relevant to
a particular region.”

UN-GGIM: Europe is a relative newcomer to the geospatial
community - how does the Executive Committee propose to
raise its proﬁle and contribute to the key debates? How will it
work with others in the geospatial community?
Bengt Kjellson: “Unlike the other regional bodies, we have no
previous history of UN Cartographic conferences. We do, however have a long history of working together in the geospatial field
through EuroGeographics and, before that, the Comité Européen
des Responsables de la Cartographie Officielle (CERCO).“
“Cooperation has traditionally been between National Mapping,
Land Registry and Cadastral Authorities and focused on operational issues. UN-GGIM: Europe differs in that it involves the UN
Member States working together at a political level. Interestingly,
there has been much more cooperation within the statistical community at policy level, and this is something we from the geospatial world need to learn from.”
“UN-GGIM: Europe will be increasing its profile during the year
by participating in some key events. Our secretariat, provided by
EuroGeographics, is just starting its work and will be a valuable
resource in our outreach activities.”

How will it work with UN-GGIM, and the
regional committees in Asia-Paciﬁc,
Americas, Arab States and Africa?

Will UN-GGIM: Europe’s work have tangible beneﬁts for a) public services and thus
citizens, and b) businesses?

Bengt Kjellson: “We have already had discussions with some of the other regional bodies and
certainly looking forward to having further
exchanges with them and with the Bureau in New
York. Some activities will be global and others
regional, so it is vitally important that we avoid
any duplication of work by ensuring we share
information.”

Bengt Kjellson: “So many decisions and services
now depend on location. Our aim is to enable
the development of better policies and better decision making possibilities to improve the ways we
deal with cross-border issues of different kinds.”
President of EuroGeographics, Ingrid Vanden Berghe (front left)
signs an SLA with Dorine Burmanje, Director Management,
Policy and Strategy, Cadastre, Land Registry and Mapping
Agency, The Netherlands.

Where will its meetings take place?
Bengt Kjellson: ”We will have a plenary meeting once a year. In 2015
this will be in Belgrade on October 7. The two working groups will
decide on their meeting locations and I anticipate that the executive
committee will generally meet in Brussels.”
“EuroGeographics has signed a Service Level Agreement (SLA) with
the The Netherlands' Cadastre, Land Registry and Mapping Agency
(Kadaster) to provide a secretariat. As a result, Carol Agius has been
appointed Administrator for UN-GGIM: Europe. In addition to ensuring
relevant organizations in the European UN Member States and
European Institutions are well informed about its activities, she will also
be responsible for organizing the annual plenary as well as executive
committee and working group meetings.”

Are all European UN Member states actively participating in
UN-GGIM: Europe? Why is it important that they all take part?
Bengt Kjellson: “No, not yet, but encouraging the active participation
of all European UN Member States is one of the most important issues
for the executive committee. Wide involvement from the UN Member
States is essential for the success of UN-GGIM: Europe. We need to
show them the opportunities it offers and demonstrate the beneﬁts of
engagement. The response we have seen concerning the reference framework document is a good example of what can be achieved when
Member States work together in this ﬁeld.”

Looking at the names of those on the executive committee, I
can see that they have a wide range of expertise. Are members of the executive committee taking speciﬁc roles or
responsibilities, for example as Chair what is your primary
remit?

Currently there are ﬁve observer organizations. What other sorts of organizations
would you like to see getting involved and
why?

Bengt Kjellson: “Yes, we want to see more observers along the lines of
the global UN-GGIM, both from the private sector and from research
and academia. And why not organizations representing the users of
geospatial data? We’d welcome their involvement too.”

Linking statistics and geospatial information has been a focus
of UN-GGIM since the outset and there is a clear link between
statistical and geographical information. How important do
you think it is that statistical organizations become involved
with UN-GGIM: Europe?
Bengt Kjellson: “I think it is very important and indeed we have already
seen a great deal of interest from the statistical community, particularly
in our data integration working group which includes a number of statistical agencies. The global Census in 2020 is an opportunity for us to
work together and understand how the Census work can be improved.”
“The establishment process of UN-GGIM: Europe has meant that we
have started to come together at the European level, and we now have
to do that nationally as well. As an example, in Sweden we have established a sort of UN-GGIM: Sweden group, initially with representatives
from Lantmäteriet, Statistics Sweden and the Environmental Agency. This
means that the work of UN-GGIM: Europe, and Sweden’s involvement
as a UN Member State, has a broader foundation in Swedish public
administration.”
UN-GGIM: Europe is a regional committee of the United Nations Initiative on
Global Geospatial Information Management (UN-GGIM). You can find out more about its work at
www.un-ggim-europe.org and follow it on Twitter @UNGGIMEurope.

Bengt Kjellson: “We have started to allocate responsibility for different
activities between the eleven members of the executive committee so
that we make the most of our combined experiences, networks and
knowledge. My main responsibility as Chair is really to make sure that
we do what we plan, and that we deliver!”

There are two working groups - what do they aim to deliver
during 2015?
Bengt Kjellson: “The working groups focus on core data and data integration. Both had kick-off meetings late last year and are now starting
to implement their work plans. The main deliverables will not come until
next year but we expect to see some outcomes from each this autumn.”
“The working groups will report on their progress to the executive committee throughout the year, and UN-GGIM: Europe will, of course,
report on its activities at the ﬁfth session of the Committee of Experts in
New York in early August.”
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Good and Free Basic Data for everyone:
“A driver for growth and efficiency”
At this juncture CLGE are publishing the second part of a national report presented by Torben Juulsager
and Henning Elmstroem from Denmark. In the first edition they gave an overview of the digital approach
in their country and stressed the need for good basic data for everyone. In this edition they develop the
process behind the policy and focus on the importance of Real Estate Property and Geographical data.
Torben Juulsager

2 GOOD BASIC DATA FOR EVERYONE
(see our previous issue of CLGE@GeoInformatics)
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Estimated net gains in the public and private sectors

2.1 Strategic societal goals
In line with the eGovernment Strategy the overall vision of the Basic
Data Program is “….that basic data is to be the high-quality common
foundation for public sector administration: efﬁciently updated in one
place and utilised by everyone – including the private sector.”
This vision shall contribute to the overall strategic goals of the Basic
Data Program:
• Modernizing and streamlining the public sector: releasing more
resources by sharing and re-using data that has already been
recorded – across institutions
• Innovation, growth and job creation in the private sector: free
available public-sector basic data to the private sector is a potential driver for new digital products and solutions
The Danish Government and Local Government Denmark have initiated the program and the related initiatives on the basis of a positive business case. Once the initiatives have been fully implemented, the revenues for society are expected to be approx. DKK 800
million annually, of which the private-sector revenues will be up to
approx. DKK 500 million annually.
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2.2 Five processes advance the goals
In order to achieve the strategic goals, ﬁve initiatives will be launched
on ﬁve parallel tracks. These will be addressed brieﬂy here, with particular focus on real estate property data and geographic data.
• Track 1 Releasing public basic data for free use: In order
to encourage reuse of data everyone will be given open and free
access to public-sector basic data, for commercial as well as for
non-commercial purposes.
• Track 2 Enhancing the quality of data: In order to ensure
robust authoritative base data registers.
• Track 3 Make it possible to link data: In order to make it
easier to link data, efforts will be made to ensure that all data
conforms to the same technical requirements.
• Track 4 Improve the distribution of data: In order to ensure
that data can be distributed easily, rapidly and reliably, a common data infrastructure and a common single distribution solution
– the Data Distributor – will be established.
• Track 5 Establishing of a cross-institutional basic data
committee: In order to ensure efﬁcient and coordinated on-going
development and use of basic data, a cross-institutional Basic Data
Committee is to be established. This will be done in a governance
structure and will report directly to the Danish Government Finance
Committee and Local Government Denmark Executive Committee.

The Data Distributor

From left to right: Henning Elmstroem, Fausto Savoldi
and Alain Gaudet signing the CLGE code of conduct
for the European Surveyor, under the approving regard
of Enrico Rispoli, Rome 2009

To ensure the development and implementation of the initiatives under
the Basic Data Program the Danish Government and Local
Government Denmark has allocated signiﬁcant ﬁnancial resources
for the purpose. This will amount to DKK 960 million up to 2016.

• Real estate property data will be distributed in a uniﬁed and documented format via the Data Distributor

2.3 The Basic Data Program – Background

Geographic data consists of location-speciﬁc information about, for
example, land parcels, buildings, roads, watercourses and public restrictions. The production of this national digital information, for example
maps, orthophotos and elevation models of high quality are, in general,
a public issue partly ﬁnanced by sale to other public authorities and private businesses for access data registers and by sale of the use of data.

At the moment data concerning real estate property in Denmark is
created and registered in three different public registers; the
Cadastre, the Land Register and the Joint Municipal Real Property
Register. This is done under three different authorities and the key
term “Real Property” is deﬁned differently in these registers.
Furthermore a number of public authorities’ registers are composed
of copy data from property registers for certain administrative tasks.
Due to this silo split data structure and disharmonized concepts of
data, it is difﬁcult to compare and merge data across the registers.
Both public authorities and private businesses have spent huge sums
on buying and administrating basic data. The double registration is
inefﬁcient and increases the risks of errors, because the information
is not necessarily updated in all the locations.
To improve efﬁciency and create more effective use of real estate
property basic data, and in order to achieve the ﬁnancial and administrative beneﬁts in this area of data, the initiatives in the Basic Data
Program includes
• Free access for all to retrieve and use cadastral data, including
cadastral maps from the Cadastre and information about titles,
mortgages and easements from the Land Register
• Establishing an infrastructure to ensure that information on real
estate properties and buildings, including their owners, is registered uniformly and securely in the authentic registers in the real
estate property domain
• Improving and harmonizing basic data on real estate properties
according to a commonly agreed deﬁnition of real estate property
• All real estate properties will be registered in one authentic basic
register, namely the Cadastre

2.4 Geographic Data

Some of the geographical themes are currently maintained in various
registers on the basis of different legislation and administrative purposes. This situation results in inconsistent data, signiﬁcant costs for acquiring the rights to the use of data and maps, and the procurement of the
same thematic data by several producers.
In the area of geographic data the Basic Data Program includes
• Open access to all geographic basic data/maps, as can be used
freely for commercial and non-commercial purposes
• Coherence will be created between public-sector data across administrative boundaries and purposes
• An up-to-date elevation model will be fully accessible for both public
and private partners
• Geographical data will be distributed in a uniﬁed and documented
format via the Data Distributor.
REFERENCES
“The eGovernment Strategy 2011-2015”- The Danish Government/ Danish Regions/Local Government
Denmark, August 2011
www.digst.dk/~/media/Files/Digitaliseringsstrategi/Engelsk_strategi_tilgaengelig.pdf
“Good Basic Data for everyone” - The Danish Government/Local Government Denmark, October 2012.
http://uk.fm.dk/publications/2012/good-basic-data-foreveryone/~/media/Publikationer/Imported/2012/Gode%20grunddata%20til%20alle/BasicData_UK_web
_2012.10.08.ashx
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CLGE part of the International Ethics
Standards Coalition established at the
United Nations in New York
Organisations representing property and related professional services from around the world met at the
United Nations in New York on 21-22 October 2014 to establish the International Ethics Standards Coalition
(IESC). Since the early days, CLGE has supported this initiative. Rudolf Kolbe, CLGE Vice President will
represent us in this coalition.
Francis Gäbele
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fter the IPMS-Coalition joined with
CLGE in support of our European Real Estate Area Label,
www.euREAL.eu, the next step was
to join the Ethics Standards coalition.

A

CLGE can indeed rely on a long tradition related to its European Code of Conduct, adopted
in September 2009, during the General
Assembly held in Rome (see our picture on
page 39). Based on this know-how, as well as
the long-time expertise of CLGE Vice President
Rudolf Kolbe within the related initiatives of
CEPLIS, our participation in this endeavour can
be seen as a real added value for the coalition.
The IES-C, which is made up of leading professional bodies from Asia, Europe, Oceania
and North and South America aims to develop and implement the ﬁrst industry-wide ethics
standards for property and related professional services.

"Many professions already have their own robust
ethics standards and codes. However, whilst the
principles set out in these codes often overlap, the
extent to which they are understood consistently
by members of the public, clients and consumers
of professional services is poor. This can lead to
confusion but it can also impact on the legitimacy
of professionals in an increasingly global and
interconnected marketplace. Establishing a common, internationally-applied ethics standard will
enhance transparency, consistency and trust in the
services being offered by professionals wherever
they operate."
Peter Bolton King,
RICS Global Residential Director

The coalition meeting at the UN in New York

Member organisations of the coalition, many
of which already have their own codes of conduct focusing on things like trustworthiness,
integrity and respect, will seek to align fundamental ethics principles through the new international standard. The ultimate goal is that
professionals will undertake their work in an
ethically consistent way, regardless of where
in the world they are located and the nature
of their work.
The coalition hopes the new International
Ethics Standard will be ready in early 2016,
following which the member bodies of the
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Coalition will implement it through their own
training and guidance to professionals.
This work is another good example of the
cooperation between CLGE and RICS.
The introduction of clear and transparent international ethics standards should improve professional services and promote stable property markets around the world.
The ethics principles set out in the standard
are to be drafted and published for public con-

sultation by an independent group of experts,
who will be appointed by the coalition in the
early part of this year. The expert group will
represent both the diverse nature of professional practice as well as the international
scope of the project.
Professional and not-for-proﬁt organisations
are still invited and encouraged to join
the International Ethics Standards Coalition
(for more information please contact
Rudolf.Kolbe@clge.eu).

27-28th May 2015

GEO Business 2015
Event

Following the success of the launch show in 2014 which saw over 1600 visitors from 39 countries, the
Geo Business Show will once again return to the Business Design Centre on the 27-28th May 2015.
The geospatial event is designed for everyone involved in the gathering, storing, processing and
delivering of geospatial information and is organised in collaboration with the Royal Institution of
Chartered Surveyors (RICS), the Chartered Institution of Civil Engineering Surveyors (ICES),
The Survey Association (TSA), the Association for Geographic Information (AGI) and the Institution
of Civil Engineers (ICE).
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International Exhibition showcasing suppliers from
across the globe
At the heart of GEO Business 2015 is the exhibition, boasting leading suppliers of all things geospatial. The whole of the geospatial
community are coming together to display the latest technology and
services. GEO Business offers an opportunity for visitors to meet
face-to-face with suppliers and see what’s new and exciting in this
fast moving industry. A truly international exhibition, with exhibitors from across the globe. The exhibition is FREE to attend
and visitors are encouraged to register online in advance at
www.GeoBusinessShow.com.

Over 80 Commercial Workshops demonstrating products and
services in action
GEO Business offers visitors a unique opportunity to see products
and services ﬁrst-hand. There are over 80 individual workshops
and demonstration sessions held in seven parallel sessions over two
days. Visitors can explore, discuss and understand more about the
latest technology and services. All sessions are FREE to attend and
are on a ﬁrst come ﬁrst serve basis.

Learn about the key commercial and technical issues at the
innovative conference
Spanning two days in two parallel sessions, delegates can keep
one step ahead with presentations from industry experts. Listen to

case studies and actual experiences learnt across the entire breadth of the industry. A registration fee applies for the conference.
Visit www.GeoBusinessShow.com for more information.

Network with colleagues old and new at social events on
every night
All visitors are invited to attend a FREE pre-show welcome drinks
reception on the night before the show at the Slug & Lettuce,
Islington just minutes away from the Business Design Centre.
Visitors will be asked to display a GEO Business visitors badge to
attend, so register for GEO Business for FREE in advance at
www.GeoBusinessShow.com/register. The 2015 gala dinner will
be held at the stylish Pullman hotel at Kings Cross. With a combination of live entertainment, excellent cuisine and great company
the gala dinner is guaranteed to be a sell-out. To purchase a ticket
email info@GeoBusinessShow.com

Register for FREE
The exhibition and workshops are FREE to attend, there is a fee to
attend the conference. Visitors are encouraged to register in advance to beat the queues onsite at www.GeoBusinessShow.com/register
For further information, please visit www.GeoBusinessShow.com, follow us on twitter @geobusinessshow
#geobiz or join our LinkedIn group GEO Business. Contact us at info@GeoBusinessShow.com
or call +44(0)1453 836363.
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22-24 April UDMS 2015 - 30th

March

09-12 June Optech 2015 - Imaging and Lidar
Solutions Conference
Toronto, Canada,
Internet: www.optech.com/ilsc2015

24 April Skytech 2015 UAV Conference and Exhibition
Business Design Centre, London, U.K.
Internet: www.skytechevent.com

09-12 June Spatial Statistics: Emerging Patterns
Avignon, France
Internet: www.spatialstatisticsconference.com

28-30 April GISTAM 2015
Barcelona, Spain
Internet: www.gistam.org

16-25 June 15th International Multidisciplinary
Scientiﬁc GeoConference & EXPO SGEM2015
Flamingo Grand Congress Center, Albena Resort & SPA,
Bulgaria
E-mail: sgem@sgem.org
Internet: www.sgem.org

URBAN DATA MANAGEMENT

SyMPOSIUM

02-05 March GIS/CAMA 2015 Technologies
Conference
Oklahoma City, OK, U.S.A.
Internet: www.urisa.org/gis-cama-technologies-conference
03-04 March AUVSI's Unmanned Systems Europe 2015
Crowne Plaza Brussels, Brussels, Belgium
Internet: www.auvsi.org/UnmannedSystemsEurope/home
03-05 March Geospatial Advancement Canada 2015
Ottawa, ON, Canada
Internet: www.geospatialcanada.com
04-06 March CEGeoIC 2015
Hotel and Convention Center 'Cosmos 100', Bogota,
Colombia
Internet: http://CEGeoIC2015.net

May

29 June-03 July Advancing Geographic Information
Science: The Past and Next Twenty years
Vespucci Institute, Bar Harbor, ME, U.S.A.
Internet: http://giscienceconferences.org/vespucci2015
week2

04-08 May ASPRS 2015 Annual Conference
Tampa Bay Marriott Waterside Hotel, Tampa, FL, U.S.A.
Internet: www.asprs.org

10-13 March Esri Developer Summit (DevSummit)
Palm Springs Convention Center, Palm Springs, CA, U.S.A.
Internet: www.esri.com/events/devsummit

05-08 May RIEGL LiDAR 2015 International User
Conference
Hong Kong and Guangzhou, China
Internet: www.riegl.com

18-19 March Network Analysis using GIS
Newcastle University, Newcastle, U.K.
Internet: www.ncl.ac.uk/cegs.cpd/cpd/netanalysis.php

July

11-15 May 36th International Symposium on
Remote Sensing of Environment - ISRSE 2015
Berlin, Germany
Internet: www.isrse36.org

25-27 March Photogrammetric Image Analysis
(PIA15) and High-Resolution Earth Imaging for
Geospatial Information (HRIGI15)
Munich, Germany
Internet: www.pia15.tum.de
30 March-01 April jOINT URBAN
(jURSE)
EPFL Lausanne, Switzerland
E-mail: contact@jurse2015.org
Internet: http://jurse2015.org

University Ghent, Ghent, Belgium
Internet: www.udms.net

05-11 July ISPRS Innsbruck Summer School of Alpine
Research 2015: Close Range Sensing Techniques in
Alpine Terrain
Obergurgl, Austria
Internet: www.uibk.ac.at/geographie/summerschool

17-21 May FIG Working Week 2015
Congress Centre Soﬁa, Soﬁa, Bulgaria
Internet: www.ﬁg.net/ﬁg2015

REMOTE SENSING EVENT

07-10 July GI_Forum 2015 - Geospatial Minds for
Society
Salzburg, Austria
E-mail: ofﬁce@gi-forum.org
Internet: www.gi-forum.org

19-20 May WVGA User Conference 2015
Literaturhaus, Munich, Germany
Internet: http://euspaceimaging.us5.list-manage.com/subscribe?u=afbe993ce225d71274b8f371b&id=e6b3f18f8e
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20-24 July Esri User Conference 2015
San Diego Convention Center, San Diego, CA, U.S.A.
Internet: www.esri.com/events/user-conference

21-22 May EUROGEO Conference 2015
Ankara, Turkey
Internet: www.eurogeography.eu/2015-meeting-and-conference

April
01-05 April Geo-Tunis 2015
Hammamet, Tunis
Internet: www.geotunis.org

August

24-29 May INSPIRE and Geospatial World Forum
2015 Conference
Lisbon, Portugal
Internet: www.geospatialworldforum.org

14-16 April 9th EARSeL SIG Imaging Spectroscopy
workshop
Luxembourg
Internet: www.earsel2015.com

30 August - 02 September UAV-g 2015
Toronto, ON, Canada
Internet: www.uav-g-2015.ca

27-28 May GEO Business 2015
Business Design Centre, London, U.K.
E-mail: info@GeoBusinessShow.com
Internet: www.GeoBusinessShow.com

15-17 April III International GIS-Forum "Integrated
Geospatial Solutions - The Future of Information
Technologies"
Atlas Park-Hotel, Moscow, Russia
Internet: http://sovzondconference.ru/2015/rus/

September
07-11 September 55th Photogrammetric Week
University of Stuttgart, Stuttgart, Germany
Internet: www.ifp.uni-stuttgart.de/phowo/index.en.html

June

20-22 April Interexpo GEO-Siberia 2015
Novosibirsk Expo Centre, Russia
Internet: http://expo-geo.ru/event/27_Interexpo-GEO-Siberia2013
20-25 April The World Cadastre Summit, Congress &
Exhibition (WCS-CE)
Istanbul, Turkey
Internet: http://wcadastre.org/page/45-en-home
21-25 April AAG Annual Meeting 2015
Chicago, IL, U.S.A.
Internet: www.aag.org/annualmeeting

01-04 June HxGN LIVE 2015
Las Vegas, NV, U.S.A.
Internet: http://hxgnlive.com/las.htm

15-17 September INTERGEO 2015
Stuttgart, Germany
Internet: www.intergeo.de

01-06 June 28th International Geodetic Student
Meeting (IGSM)
Espoo, Finland
Internet: www.igsm.ﬁ

21-24 September SPIE Remote Sensing 2015
Centre de Congrès Pierre Baudis, Toulouse, France
Internet: http://spie.org/spieremotesensing

04-06 June 2nd International Course on Geotechnical
and Structural Monitoring
Poppi, Tuscany, Italy
Internet: www.geotechnicalmonitoring.com/en/home-2

28 September - 03 October isprs geospatial week 2015
La Grande Motte, France
Internet: www.isprs-geospatialweek2015.org

Please feel free to e-mail your calendar notices to: calendar@geoinformatics.com
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Need a large format camera system for low-altitude, corridor missions? High-altitude ortho collections?
Something in between?
Need to be able to collect oblique imagery? How about
oblique and nadir imagery in panchromatic, color and
near-infrared all in the same pass?
Need a software system that will allow you to take that
aerial imagery and create point clouds in LAS format,
digital surface models, and orthomosaics? No problem.
The UltraCam series of large format photogrammetric digital
aerial sensors includes systems of varying image footprints
and focal lengths. Whether you need multi-spectral nadir
imagery or obliques—or both from the same camera—we have a system for you.
0HDQZKLOHRXUKLJKO\DXWRPDWHG8OWUD0DSSKRWRJUDPPHWULFZRUNÁRZVRIWZDUHHQDEOHV\RXWR
process UltraCam data to Level 3, radiometrically corrected and color-balanced imagery, high-density
point clouds, DSMs, DSMorthos and DTMorthos.
We’ve got you covered.

©2014 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved. Microsoft, UltraMap and UltraCam Osprey, Eagle, Falcon and Hawk are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and/or other countries.

Leica Geosystems
Geospatial Solutions

Airborne Bathymetry

3D City Modelling

Airborne LiDAR

Airborne Imaging

UAV

Mobile Mapping

Everything you can imagine ...
Whether you are creating smart cities with precise 3D data, working in environmental change and disaster management or
want to find out about the endless possibilities of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV), terrestrial or aerial mobile mapping,
you can rely on Geospatial Solutions brought to you by Leica Geosystems.
... all from one source. Leica Geosystems.
Leaders in Geospatial Imaging.

For more information visit
http://di.leica-geosystems.com
www.leica-geosystems.com

